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Abstract  

Today cloud computing has been the most popular service enjoyed by people due to the easy 

maintenance provided by it. Cloud computing is cost-efficient and people pay according to the services 

they use. Many organizations are using cloud storage and the reason behind it is that the outsourcing 

services are provided by the cloud computing. Most of people do not trust the legality of the services 

provided by cloud (CSPs i.e. cloud service providers) because they are afraid of the security breach of 

their data. The public auditing of the data by their owners is a technique that can maintain the trust of 

people on cloud services. This research paper is about cloud storage services based on the distributed 

hash table (DHT).This is required for dynamic auditing of information as this is new two-dimensional 

data and Third-party Auditor (TPA) is responsible for recording the information to do dynamic 

auditing and the dimensional data is located at TPA. 

The computational costs gets reduced when the authorized information is migrated to the two-

dimensional data and the Cloud service provider shifts it to the TPA DHT has many structural 

advantages and the services can be updated efficiently. The comparison with the present system is also 

made and is assured that it is the security system for the cloud storage. To secure the data information 

by blinding it, random masking is provided as a proof for securing process. The authentication is done 

via hashing technique and integrity and performance checks are made with this authentication process. 
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1- Introduction 

In the world of cloud computing, storing data on the cloud and using its services like making services 

on the cloud and many other things. It provides high data outsourcing services to users. [1-5] Cloud 

computing is cost-efficient and provides high performance. 

The professional cloud services are growing and are in demand of many users. Many organizations 

have their eyes on using professional cloud services and the development of cloud services is growing 

and is expected to grow at a larger rate in the future too. [6] 

The cloud services as mentioned have high securities but still, researchers say that it experiences 

security issues and those security issues and this technology has big security challenges around. 
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The users before using the cloud storage services are in a dilemma to know whether the provider of the 

cloud services meets the legal expectations of users related to data security. 

The auditing is the distributed auditing in which peer to peer architecture is followed and the 

outsourced data is organized with the distributed hash table mechanism. This system has proven 

security and the auditing of the information is carried out in a detailed and secure manner.  

These issues related to security concern arise because there are no traditional ways or methods through 

which the owners of the data who are using cloud computing‟s storage services can check or 

investigate the integrity of their data. [7] The data owners does not believe blindly on the cloud storage 

services because the data loss and the lost integrity of data can be hid by the Cloud service Providers 

(CSP). In the cloud environment, it becomes very impractical for the data owners to perform the 

verification check.  

Placing an auditor is a better solution for reduction of cloud users and the third party an auditor is 

capable and expertise in performing cloud operations and should be placed among the providers of the 

services and the users who own data. 

Each data that has been outsourced is audited by the third-party auditor. The auditing is classified into 

two different types i.e. private and public auditing. 

The integrity and of data is enhanced by the usage of auditor and the cloud service providers can make 

some arbitrations using auditing services. 

As above mentioned the classification of auditing, the integrity of the data being at remote can be 

checked by using private auditing and in this classification, direct verification is established between 

the data owners and cloud service providers and the cost for all these processes is very low. 

There is a trust issue among the owners of the CSPS and the auditing can no more provide convincing 

results for this. Frequent carrying out the audits may result in the overhead increase and that overhead 

may or may not be affordable. 

DHT provides efficient handling of a large amount of data for outsourcing. Nowadays there are many 

schemes into existence and most of those schemes are not enough or mot sufficient for securing the 

privacy of data. 

Others can misuse the data at the auditor so it should be extracted and secured from misuse.  

The data gets vulnerable and easily accessible so the owners should take steps towards this 

unauthorized leakage of the data. 
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Fig 1: DHT and TPA image 

 

 
 

Fig 2 Flow of the System 

The other classification of the auditing is public auditing and below the paper has been concluded with 

the public auditing techniques using distributed hash tables. There are some problems in public 

auditing and those problems are mentioned below: 

 

 

Fig 3: Public auditing 

2- Preserving the Privacy 

 

What a data owner expects is the privacy of its data and that privacy is the major concern for which the 

cloud services are used and still some issues related to privacy are faced in it also. 

Data privacy protection (DPP) is the major concern and while using the third-party auditor in public 

auditing, the preservance of the privacy is the center of the problem. [8]  

This problem can be mitigated by paying attention toward the data exploitation and encryption. During 

the verification of the data leakage cannot be prevented. 

Thus for the data auditing it is required to keep a safe mechanism besides it rather than encryption 

method to maintain and preserve the data privacy. 

 

3- Batch Auditing 

The batch auditing is the process by which the public auditing can be made efficient and expandable. 

The role of a third-party auditor is that it should support the auditing of the batch in a very cost-

effective manner. 
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Fig 4: Showing batch auditing over cloud storage 

 

Fig 5: Storage service security on behalf of user upon request. 

4- Auditing Dynamically: 

A dynamic provable data possession has been presented by Erway (DPDP) in which the original 

provable data possession scheme has been extended but public auditing is not supported by it. [9] 

There is often need of updating the data dynamically and this cloud system has not just worked a 

warehouse for data storage but it supports the changes and dynamics in data. 

The both auditing requirements were fulfilled by the scheme based on Merkle Hash Tree (MHT). 

This research makes the following novel contributions. 

With the help of distributed hash tables, the TPA can perform data auditing in a better and efficient 

cost-effective manner and the data can be updated efficiently. [10] 

The security of this system has been evaluated and the comparisons of the auditing performance have 

been done. 

A scheme supports all the three problems of public auditing mentioned above i.e. the privacy-

preserving, batch, and dynamic auditing. 
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5- Related Work 

Juels presented a related work on “Proof of Retrievability (PORS) and in this work its mentioned, the 

error-correcting code can retrieve the stored data. Third-party auditing is not supported by PoRs and it 

is a typical private auditing solution. 

The first original Public auditing for the provable data possession was presented and in this study, the 

outsourced data can be checked with RSA as its base keeping integrity as its prime concern. 

The public auditing is preferred over the private auditing because it reduces the overhead to users and 

the third-party auditor is independent. 

The other factors that are concerning the data storage on the cloud are clearly mentioned in this paper 

i.e. batch auditing, privacy-preserving, etc. 

A very early research work on auditing on the cloud was proposed in the year 2007 [12] known as the 

„Proof of Retrievability (PoR)”. A coding technique scheme for error-correcting utilized to ensure that 

user data was retrievable. PoR supports solution for private auditing but there is no support for using 

TPA in PoR.   

In a similar study [11] the authors presented a public auditing system which was called provable data 

possession (PDP). The authors generated   RSA based authentication tags. The data integrity for the 

auditing was proposed using randomly sampling [13]. A framework for secure PDP schemes was 

presented in [14]. The authors proposed homomorphic encryption schemes [15]. 

 

Many important factors which include privacy protection, dynamic auditing, and batch auditing, are 

required for efficient and robust cloud auditing system. 

 

Another researcher extended the above PDP model by introducing a rank based skip list for 

authentication. This idea was proposed to support dynamic auditing [16]. They also proposed a model 

for dynamic auditing for the TPA by combining data verification algorithm with corresponding.  

MHT was also employed for dynamic auditing in [17] using TPA. This model proposed batch 

verification and privacy-protection in addition to public auditing. But the problem with such 

approaches is that there is a high computational costs for TPA and the update and verification also 

involves high communication overheads.  

After some years a research study proposed a new public auditing system [18] which introduced index-

hash-table (IHT). Instead of CSP, the properties of the data and integrity are maintained in the party of 

TPA. Due to this modification the auditing efficiency is improved.  

But the updation operation needs to transfer at least half of data elements to the IHT because of its 

structure.   

Therefore another research study proposed dynamic hash table (DHT) for TPA based public auditing 

schemes [19] to remove the issues. Another novel structure was proposed in [20] which was based on 

location array and an information table which was doubly linked.  This new scheme was able to 

improve the computational and communication overheads. 

 

Another research study [21] proposed designing a secure cloud auditing protocol which was based on 

secure network coding scheme. 

6- Security Analysis 

It is based on some theorems: 
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6-1- Unforgeability of BLS-HVAs 

This theorem has been taken from the work of a researcher known as Wang and in his study, it has 

been proved the unforgeability of HVA and with assumption BLS has been mentioned to be secure. 

6-2- Unforgeability of the Proof: 

The auditing proof cannot be forged and is regarded as completely infeasible in case CSP does that. 

6-3- Immunity from replacing attacks 

A specified block with its tag cannot be replaced to pass the verification by Cloud service provider. 

 

Fig: 6 Workflow of dynamic verification for privacy protection 

7- Evaluation of the performance 

7-1- Communication cost 

Here is a table for communication cost 

Table no: 1 table for communication cost 

Schemes Cost(verification) 

of 

communication 

Cost(Updating) 

of 

communicati

on 
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MHT cO (Logn) O(Logn) 

DAP O(c) O(1) 

DHT-

PA 

O(c) O(1) 

 

8- Protocol for preserving privacy 

 

Fig7: Auditing time comparison between batch auditing and individual auditing 

 

 

Fig8: Auditing time comparison between batch auditing and individual auditing and the alpha fraction 

responses are invalid. 
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8-1- DHT structure 

The index hash table contains the index numbers, random values, block numbers and this is a single 

dimensional array. The computational costs and the overhead of the communication gets reduced using 

this Index-hash table scheme. The cloud service Provider is not used and instead the IHT is used for 

auditing properties. The operations of updation and deletion in the IHT due to its structure are 

inefficient. 

The block number modification is inevitable during the insertion and deletion in blocks as the block 

number gets modified. This inefficiency may cause the cost overhead. To overcome these 

inefficiencies, a new system design was needed and the design was DHT which is same like IHT but a 

few dissimilarities are there. It reduces the unwanted cost head.  The latest information of the user‟s 

data gets tracked for auditing and it is a two dimensional data structure.  

The organization of the file is like linked lists are organized and index number is on every file as an 

identification. The block and file operations are carried out by the DHT in which the insertion and 

deletion along with modification are included. 

To secure the data information by blinding it, random masking is provided by TPA as a proof for 

securing process. Perfect audits are possible so different strategies are needed to build to achieve 

perfect auditing. 

 

Fig 9: Architecture of DHT 

 

9- Selection of Some algorithms 

Some algorithms are necessary to implement and they have advantages. 

Encryption and decryption for preserving the security is important so generating some algorithms will 

help in preserving the cloud storage. The symmetric and asymmetric parties are responsible for the 

securing and preserving the cloud storage. 

For encryption and decryption part of the information, keys are already generated and less computation 

power is required. 

In asymmetric, there are two different keys for encryption and decryption and the keys should not be 

compromised either. Secret key is the private key that should not be compromised. 
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9-1- Selection of SHA-1 for security 

The fixed length is mapped with the variable length inputs and outputs. The values of the inputs are 

compared and answers are recorded and the inputs does not show similarity. It means the inputs are 

never same. 

The authentication is done via hashing technique and integrity and performance checks are made with 

this authentication process. For preserving security the hash algorithm SHA- 1 has been mentioned in 

this paper.  

The hashing tasks will be performed by hash algorithm SHA-1. Its full form is secure hash algorithm. 

National Security Agency of United Nations has developed this hashing algorithm. 

The security system is basically a cryptography system and data hash is counted in this cryptographic 

function. 

There are types of SHA like SHA-0 and SHA -1an the use of these are wide for error correction and 

weakness detection.160-bit message is the final result of the SHA technology. 

Ensure the security of data on cloud 

Step1: Choose the file to upload 

User will choose the file that he wants to update or upload and then selecting the file it will be updated. 

The details of the file need to be filled so that it first gets to the TPA and then the encrypted data of 

user is generated. 

Step2: Request sent by TPA 

Third party click on the file generates a new file in which details are already mentioned. The request 

from the user is initiated, it is seen by the TPA and two types of requests are experienced by the TPA 

from user. 

The checks made by the user are because for integrity of the data on cloud and the other system is of 

downloading the file. 

The downloading request of the file gets transferred to the cloud storage provider on time so that the 

fill gets transferred to the third part auditor. 

Step3: forwarding of request by TPA 

TPA forwards the check and downloads to the CSP. TPA can login the system and use the 

authenticated account. The data sent to the cloud is transferred to TPA. 
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Step4: CSP views the data file 

Cloud works to store the data and it shows the data of those files that are already stored. The cloud 

storage provider manages the data. 

The cloud storage provide stores the data on cloud.  Hash of the file is generated when the request is 

sent to the TPA to check the integrity. 

The cloud transfers the file to user when the request for the file is made by the user and TPA is 

responsible for the transferring of the request to the cloud provider. 

10- Conclusion 

Today if we start counting then almost everyone has utilized the services. No one has remained behind 

using the cloud services and these services have provided a lot of benefits to the common users. 

A lot of people have been attracted to the services that cloud computing provides. Any technology we 

use has some main obstacles in its way that somewhere causes issues or hampers its growth and such 

an issue with the cloud has been clearly mentioned in this paper.  

The cloud Service providers cannot be trusted because the data owners cannot trust whether their data 

is safe from breaches. 

To strengthen the data security there is a need to build the trust of users on the cloud service providers 

and in this paper, I have clearly mentioned the distributed hash table techniques which is two-

dimensional and dynamic auditing is possible in this distributed hash table. 
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Fig 10: The proposed auditing scheme architecture 
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Secure data storage is due to data auditing in cloud and user verifies the data by himself. Auditing is 

used for verification. No one other than the owner or user can verify the auditability and all the 

capabilities and expertise. The cloud and data audibility does not need to do anything with local copy 

of data. 

Some efficient methods are required for the data security of the cloud storage so that integrity is 

maintained. 

There is not a single method that can help in audits so that perfect data security can be attained. A new 

and more effective scheme is needed to develop for different types of data stored on the cloud.  
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